
Components of a successful Group floor lesson (or single student)
The Room: 
Students are able to hear, temperature is comfortable and they are encouraged 
to say if not. The room has a comfortable, safe feel, with no loud or sudden out-
side noises.
They have been told about wearing suitable clothes (layers,no hoods, zippers, 
tight waistbands, jeans) They have put bracelets, watches, necklaces, large or 
moving earrings, glasses, contacts in a place they will not worry about. 
Practitioner:
1) Understands the basic function of the lesson, or if not really familiar, has re-
cently giving it to self.
2) Is aware who may need special attention, because of their confusion or fragili-
ty, or pain level, or who needs at any moment to be "drawn back into the web”.
3) Gives enough time to explore each move and enough rests. When giving in-
structions, keeps them clear, simple, and uses a different, firmer tone then any-
thing else said.  May repeat it immediately.  There is quiet space after the instruc-
tion as students start to explore what that means.  Then comes, in a more con-
versational tone, helpful hints, suggestions about what to look for, what could be 
noticed.  Knows when to emphasize a word or phrase or instruction that histori-
cally may cause confusion. 
4) Knows how to “clear the field” if group goes into confusion or a lot of talking.  
Calmly firmly say “everyone stop and rest.”  Then repeat the clear, simple instruc-
tion.  (possibly a demo, you or student.)  
5) Knows what point in a lesson a demo would be helpful and with who.
6) Uses a few excellent, simple, clear quotes during rests (either applicable to all 
beginners or specific to this group, or ones that you love and you feel they are 
novel, useful, interesting for anybody.)
7) Makes sure everyone knows how to lift head and how to keep elbows close, 
how to turn head when on belly, the wrist/elbow relation in push-up position, con-
stantly reminding legs wide V, and how bending knees. Never forgets transfer, 
PL, and then stand/walk..
8) Notices if anyone has a bent one when leg should be straight or vice versa, or 
is lifting whole pelvis off floor instead of one hip,  or lying on side with knees too 
bent or not bent enough, or is about to knock into wall or other person.
9) When “going around the room, each doing” always starts with more agile first.
11) In circle, always start at point where feedback will be positive, all feel heard.
12) Feels attractive, dresses in whatever is his or her own style.
13) Remembers to be slightly more vulnerable than what is being asked of the 
students.  Holds the container by staying present.                                HG CFR 


